Emerging Therapist Position
We are currently seeking mental health professionals who are working towards their
clinical licensure (LCPC, LCSW, LMFT, Psy.D or Ph.D. in clinical or counseling psychology)
or are newly licensed for our Emerging Therapist position. Come develop a rewarding
career providing excellent clinical services with opportunities to get the support you
need to establish your clinical practice and build competence in providing culturally
informed and empirically validated treatments with individuals, couples, families and
community organizations. We are passionate about supporting new therapists in
learning how to integrate all aspects of therapy into a healthy and sustainable
workflow.
The vision of Artesian Collaborative, LLC is to change the world by changing how we
relate to ourselves, our workplaces and our communities. We aim to do this by
empowering our clients to harness pain and direct it towards growth that reshape lives,
relationships and communities. Our goal is to think outside the box and create a
company that cares for the long term health of our staff so they can bring their best into
our community.
This is a W-2 position with no more than two evenings a week expected and no
weekend expectations. We offer competitive compensation, retirement benefits,
health insurance options, weekly individual supervision, group supervision, consultation
and team meetings to help foster your growth and development.
Ideal Candidates
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Have a masters or doctorate degree in clinical psychology, counseling
psychology, clinical social work, professional counseling, couples or family
therapy.
Are Working towards clinical licensure hours (LCSW, LMFT, LCPC, Licensed Clinical
Psychology) are license eligible or are newly licensed.
Have experience working cross-culturally, with a diversity of clients.
Have knowledge of empirically validated and culturally informed treatments.
Have experience or interest leading and facilitating large and small groups.
Have experience and/or interest in working with community organizations.
Are excited about working with a team to create an innovative and supportive
organization.

Job Expectations
●
●
●
●
●

Build up to a caseload of 25 clients per week with at least two evenings a week.
Participate in all weekly supervisory and monthly staff meetings.
Contribute to program and resource development projects.
Lead a team discussion on topics of interest and expertise once a quarter.
Work with a team to participate in community based projects and initiatives.
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Chicago, IL 60622
connect@artesiancollaborative.com
www.artesiancollaborative.com

More About Who We Are
Therapists at Artesian Collaborative recognize the great privilege of walking alongside
our clients on their growth journey. We are committed to providing high-quality and
ethical emotional and behavioral health services. Our treatment philosophy is all about
validating and recognizing the pain and obstacles in our client’s lives and working with
them to point towards hope, growth and change. This requires us to be open and
aware of how each client’s story, identity and background inform their experience and
the ways that their relationship and communities impact them.
Our therapists also recognize that to do this work in a healthy and sustainable way
requires openness, honesty and a commitment to personal and communal growth. We
take the time to self-reflect, hone our skills both on our own and in community with one
another's. As Artesian Collaborative therapists we actively participate in supervision and
team meetings and we all share the responsibility of bringing our insight, knowledge,
questions and perspective into our team discussions. For us healthy participation is
encouragement, support, accountability, bringing knowledge from research and
practice along with sharing our diverse and unique perspectives and valuing the
perspectives of our colleagues.
One of our core pursuits is to find creative ways to bring the resources and skills of
therapy outside the walls of the clinic and are looking for team members that are
interested in being innovative, thoughtful and collaborative in our pursuit to expand the
ways we can serve our city. As an organization we provide diversity equity and
inclusion, stress management and emotional health training services and are looking for
a candidate that is interested in honing their skills in bringing the rich resources of
emotional and behavioral health into the workplace and community.

Interested Applicants please complete this interest form.
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